 Liver  1368362_a_at  Testis  1368613_at   10  Brain  1368170_at  Kidney  1368052_at  Liver  1368380_at  Testis  1368630_at   11  Brain  1368344_at  Kidney  1368102_at  Liver  1368420_at  Testis  1368631_at   12  Brain  1368352_at  Kidney  1368139_s_at  Liver  1368442_at  Testis  1368640_at   13  Brain  1368353_at  Kidney  1368178_at  Liver  1368490_at  Testis  1368767_at   14  Brain  1368524_at  Kidney  1368208_at  Liver  1368583_a_at  Testis  1368803_at   15  Brain  1368542_at  Kidney  1368236_at  Liver  1368609_at  Testis  1369137_at   16  Brain  1368565_at  Kidney  1368325_at  Liver  1368686_at  Testis  1369203_at   17  Brain  1368632_at  Kidney  1368329_at  Liver  1368707_at  Testis  1369352_at   18  Brain  1368656_at  Kidney  1368333_at  Liver  1368720_at  Testis 
